Who dares, wins?
The investment battles of
COVID-19
Investing has become a game of chicken in

the eyes of some investors. Has COVID-19
become a buying opportunity? Have we
seen the bottom, or is the worst yet to
come? It’s hard to make any solid predictions in this unfamiliar territory – investment markets have experienced a health
crisis rather than being undone by poor fundamentals, such as in the global ﬁnancial
crisis. In light of this, investors might choose
to combine a look at the here and now with
the long-term trends.

The essentials
Investment markets have been hard-hit by
volatility in recent weeks, making it hard to
assess whether prices reﬂect the chances of
long-term struggle compared to short-term
dips. There are a number of areas which
may beneﬁt from the current situation – or
if not beneﬁt, then at least be able to largely
continue normal operations, some form of
stability in a strange world.

To put a light spin on it, there are probably
more than a few people wishing they’d
invested in the pasta-makers or toilet paper
suppliers of the world before this started.
So, what exactly are the areas which can
continue to operate and potentially even
increase revenue in the current environment?
The consumer staples sector is an easy
starting point, even ignoring the panic
buying. In difﬁcult times, people need basic
supplies to live. Supermarkets like Woolworths and Coles are hiring more staff to
keep up with demand1, and have seen sales
rise two-to-threefold from panic purchases2. Some restaurants have tried to tune
into this need to survive, for example, Rockpool Group’s Fratelli Fresh has transformed
into a grocer and food delivery service
during the crisis.
The consumer discretionary sector is more
of a mixed bag. There is no question that

some parts of retail, such as fast fashion
companies, will really face challenges from
social isolation. Others have seen some beneﬁt from the changing world – though this
may be a temporary boon. For example,
people rushed to buy home ofﬁce equipment in the initial days of lockdown, a beneﬁt to companies like Harvey Norman, JB
Hi-Fi and Ofﬁceworks3.

classes.
Gold in particular has been used as a safe
haven asset in the past for its low and at
times negative correlation to other asset
classes.
This quality means it can perform differently
in a range of investment markets. In the current COVID-19 situation, between 19 February and 26 March 2020, gold gained 12.4%
compared to the S&P 500 which fell 14.1%
and the S&P/ASX 200 which fell 27.8% (all in
AUD terms). Silver has traditionally performed in a similar way to gold.

Another sector which can continue to operate in the current environment is infrastructure, such as railways, energy suppliers and
telecommunications. These types of companies normally have monopolistic fee
structures and have very high barriers to
entry with predictable revenue streams.
This means they aren’t expected to rise as
much in good times but are less likely to be
materially impacted in the bad times.
Regardless of the economic situation, some
infrastructure tends to come under essential services and continue to be needed. In
the current situation, telecommunications
(including internet providers) and energy
suppliers are prime examples. In fact, we’re
more dependent in the lockdown situation
than we’ve ever been on telecommunications to assist with allowing society to continue to work or learn from home, along
with home electricity to keep it all moving.

Investment ideas: You can include gold or
silver exposure in your portfolio through
ETFs like ETFS Physical Gold (ASX code:
GOLD) or ETFS Physical Silver (ASX code:
ETPMAG).

Accelerating the megatrends
While in many ways the COVID-19 pandemic has created dramatic and unwanted
changes to our lives, in other ways, it has
served to accelerate existing trends such as
ecommerce or online entertainment. These
fall broadly under the megatrend for virtual
connectivity and digitisation, already rapidly
growing and proﬁtable areas.

Investment ideas: An ETF like ETFS Global
Core Infrastructure ETF (ASX code: CORE)
can help you access global infrastructure
companies. You’ll ﬁnd many consumer
staple and consumer discretionary companies are also included in country-speciﬁc funds like ETFS S&P/ASX 300 High
Yield Plus ETF (ASX code: ZYAU) or ETFS
ETFS S&P 500 High Yield Low Volatility
ETF (ASX code: ZYUS).

Ecommerce was estimated to reach 20% of
worldwide retail sales by 20224 as consumers became increasingly attuned to the
convenience and efﬁciency of online shopping. You may well wonder if we’ve hit these
estimates early off the back of Amazon’s
announcement that it would need to hire
100,000 people to keep up with the surge in
online shopping5. Daniel Zhang, CEO of
Alibaba commented that ecommerce experienced tremendous growth after the SARS
epidemic and he anticipates the current
situation will offer similar potential6. Existing users may well have upped the ante on
their shopping in the current situation, but
numbers may also reﬂect late-adopters
ﬁnally coming to the party.

Defending your portfolio
Those investors looking for defensive assets
during this period could also look towards
precious metals like gold and silver. As
demand for these is driven by a wide range
of factors and they are used for both consumption and investment purposes, they
can perform differently to other asset
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Companies enabling robotics and automation technologies might also be unexpected
beneﬁciaries from increased ecommerce.
Companies like Daifuku and Ocado which
offer expertise in automated warehouses
and manufacturing are a natural ﬁt for scenarios like social isolation7. In fact, Coles had
already announced a partnership with
Ocado last year to automate its logistics
relating to home delivery8. Automation has
also had a role to play in other business
models.

Space restrictions and isolation are forcing
many to seek out online entertainment
sources to ﬁll the gaps of theatre, restaurants and sports. Streaming giant Netﬂix
has had subscription spikes in areas which
have been particularly hard hit by
COVID-1912 and has even created a “Netﬂix
parties” function to allow people to virtually
enjoy and discuss their favourite shows and
series at the same time13. Online gaming is
also booming, with new audiences using it
to connect with friends and family, and
there’s speculation that e-sports could ﬁll
the gap of physical sports during this period14. It is somewhat ironic that global
isolation may actually give gaming, the
activity stereotyped by teenage boys in dark
rooms with glowing screens, a moment in
the sun.

Social isolation has forced the rapid and
instant transition to working remotely for
millions globally – a challenge both in terms
of work coordination and communication.
Companies like ServiceNow, a provider of
cloud-based workﬂow automation software9, are beneﬁting from the need for support in managing logistics. Virtual meetings, webinars, streaming are suddenly the
norm, with teething issues that might otherwise have taken years to ﬁx needing to be
resolved in hours. Companies like Google
and Baidu tap into this, as well as smaller
companies which have launched into the
mainstream like Zoom. We may see permanent changes in traditional business
models in sectors like education which have
now become, albeit temporarily, dependent
on streaming for survival.

The ‘unseen’ technology behind much of
this – graphics, processing, artiﬁcial intelligence – is having to evolve to keep up with
the demand for higher quality communications. Companies like NVIDIA, a leader in
graphics and AI processing, may ﬁnd opportunities to further integrate with other partners to enhance virtual communications
and entertainment.
Unlike some of the previously mentioned
areas, biotechnology has been a more predictable focus during the COVID-19 pandemic. Household names such as Gilead,
Moderna and CSL have risen to the challenge of searching for vaccines and treatments. While the success is somewhat of a
lottery in biotechnology, the current situation has served as a reminder of the critical
role biotechnology has broadly, not just in
the current circumstances. Continuous
improvement and reﬁnements in technology enhances our ability to ﬁnd better vaccines, treatments or even ways of doing surgery. Disease is a fact of life and viruses like
SARS and COVID-19 will appear again.

It’s not just businesses taking advantage of
technology. Increasingly, people are making
personal plans for virtual ‘drinks and dinner
parties’ to maintain relationships during
isolation. While online drinks and board
meetings all might look like the opening of
the Brady Bunch at this stage, it’s fair to
assume technology will ﬁnd a way to modernise the experience, sooner rather than
later.
In line with increasing online communications, social media companies such as Facebook and Twitter are regaining popularity
and relevance. In the case of Facebook, it
has seen former users return to the fold to
maintain contact10 and has announced
plans for hiring increases11.

Investment ideas: You can access technological improvements through ETFs such
as ETFS Morningstar Global Technology
ETF (ASX code: TECH) and ETFS FANG+
ETF (ASX code: FANG). Find exposure to
robotics and automation through an ETF
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like ETFS ROBO Global Robotics and Automation ETF (ASX code: ROBO) or be part
of the biotechnology race through an ETF
like ETFS S&P Biotech ETF (ASX code:
CURE).

[12] https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/will-netﬂix-earnings-highlight-a-spike-in-subscriber-growth-2020-04-02
[13] https://www.businessinsider.com/how-to-watch-netﬂix-together-online-with-video-chat-kosmi-2020-4?r=AU&IR=T
[14] https://www.adweek.com/digital/as-traditional-sports-leagues-are-postponed-due-to-coronavirus-esports-cou
ld-ﬁll-some-gaps/
Disclaimer
This document is communicated by ETFS Management (AUS)
Limited (Australian Financial Services Licence Number 466778)
(“ETFS”). This document may not be reproduced, distributed or
published by any recipient for any purpose. Under no circumstances is this document to be used or considered as an offer to
sell, or a solicitation of an offer to buy, any securities, investments
or other ﬁnancial instruments and any investments should only be
made on the basis of the relevant product disclosure statement
which should be considered by any potential investor including
any risks identiﬁed therein.

Who dares?
In an uncertain time, optimism takes courage. Looking beyond the fear and volatility
to ﬁnd pockets of growth and opportunity
can be comforting, even aside from an
investment perspective. Have we reached
the bottom? It’s hard to tell and even harder
to predict what overall recovery might look
like. We might even have to wait for a
COVID-19 vaccine to really see a turnaround.
Either way, for those investors considering
their move, looking at the bigger trends as
well as defensive plays might be their starting point.

This document does not take into account your personal needs
and ﬁnancial circumstances. You should seek independent ﬁnancial, legal, tax and other relevant advice having regard to your
particular circumstances. Although we use reasonable efforts to
obtain reliable, comprehensive information, we make no representation and give no warranty that it is accurate or complete.
Investments in any product issued by ETFS are subject to investment risk, including possible delays in repayment and loss of
income and principal invested. Neither ETFS, ETFS Capital Limited
nor any other member of the ETFS Capital Group guarantees the
performance of any products issued by ETFS or the repayment of
capital or any particular rate of return therefrom.

For more information on accessing these
trends through ETFs for your clients, please
speak to ETF Securities.

The value or return of an investment will ﬂuctuate and investor
may lose some or all of their investment. Past performance is not
an indication of future performance.
ETFS MORNINGSTAR GLOBAL TECHNOLOGY ETF (TECH)
The Morningstar® Developed Markets Technology Moat Focus
IndexSM was created and is maintained by Morningstar, Inc. Morningstar, Inc. does not sponsor, endorse, issue, sell, or promote the
ETFS Morningstar Global Technology ETF and bears no liability
with respect to that ETF or any security.
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Morningstar® is a registered trademark of Morningstar, Inc. Morningstar® Developed Markets Technology Moat Focus IndexSM is a
service mark of Morningstar, Inc.
ETFS Global Core Infrastructure ETF (CORE) ARSN: 616 755 741
The ﬁnancial instrument is not sponsored, promoted, sold or
supported in any other manner by Solactive AG nor does Solactive
AG offer any express or implicit guarantee or assurance either with
regard to the results of using the Index and/or Index trade mark or
the Index Price at any time or in any other respect. The Index is
calculated and published by Solactive AG. Solactive AG uses its
best efforts to ensure that the Index is calculated correctly.
Irrespective of its obligations towards the Issuer, Solactive AG has
no obligation to point out errors in the Index to third parties
including but not limited to investors and/or ﬁnancial intermediaries of the ﬁnancial instrument. Neither publication of the Index by
Solactive AG nor the licensing of the Index or Index trade mark for
the purpose of use in connection with the ﬁnancial instrument
constitutes a recommendation by Solactive AG to invest capital in
said ﬁnancial instrument nor does it in any way represent an
assurance or opinion of Solactive AG with regard to any investment in this ﬁnancial instrument. Solactive AG will not be responsible for the consequences of reliance upon any opinion or
statement contained herein or any omission.

[1] https://www.businessinsider.com.au/woolworths-hiring-push-2020-3
[2] https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/woolworths-delivers-with-australia-post-and-dhl-20200330-p54f60
[3] https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/harvey-norman-sales-soar-as-home-ofﬁces-boom-in-the-pandemic-202003
19-p54bnc.html
[4] https://www.emarketer.com/content/global-ecommerce-2019
[5] https://www.smh.com.au/business/companies/amazon-seeks-to-hire-100-000-people-to-keep-up-with-surge-in-ord
ers-20200317-p54as5.html
[6] https://www.nasdaq.com/articles/alibaba-and-tencent-show-some-businesses-will-be-ﬁne-during-the-coronavirus
-meltdown-2020
[7] https://www.roboglobal.com/insights/as-the-covid-19-storm-rages-on-3-waves-of-growth-are-on-the-horizon/
[8] https://www.afr.com/companies/retail/coles-partners-with-ocado-to-shake-up-online-grocery-shopping-20190325-p5177l
[9] https://www.roboglobal.com/insights/as-the-covid-19-storm-rages-on-3-waves-of-growth-are-on-the-horizon/
[10] https://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/2020/04/03/coronavirus-facebook-covid-19-social-distancing-connection/5117765002/
[11] https://variety.com/2020/digital/news/facebook-hiring-10000-workers-small-business-grants-1234570018/

ETFS S&P Biotech ETF (CURE) ARSN: 628 037 105
Standard & Poor's S&P Indices are trademarks of Standard & Poor's
Financial Services LLC. “S&P”, as used in the term S&P 500, is a
trademark of Standard & Poor's Financial Services LLC ("S&P")
respectively, and has been licensed for use by ETFS. ETFS products
are not sponsored, endorsed, sold or promoted by S&P, and S&P
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does not make any representation regarding the advisability of
investing in ETFS products.
ETFS FANG+ ETF (FANG) ARSN: 628 036 625
Source ICE Data Indices, LLC, is used with permission. “NYSE®
FANG+TM” is a service/trade mark of ICE Data Indices, LLC or its
afﬁliates and has been licensed, along with theNYSE® FANG+TM
Index (“Index”) for use by ETFS Management (AUS) Limited in
connection with ETFS FANG+ ETF (FANG) (the “Product”). Neither
ETFS Management (AUS) Limited, ETFS FANG+ ETF (the “Trust”)
nor the Product, as applicable, is sponsored, endorsed, sold or
promoted by ICE Data Indices, LLC, its afﬁliates or its Third Party.
Suppliers (“ICE Data and its Suppliers”). ICE Data and its Suppliers
make no representations or warranties regarding the advisability
of investing in securities generally, in the Product particularly, the
Trust or the ability of the Index to track general market performance. Past performance of an Index is not an indicator of or a
guarantee of future results.
ICE DATA AND ITS SUPPLIERS DISCLAIM ANY AND ALL WARRANTIES AND REPRESENTATIONS, EXPRESS AND/OR IMPLIED,
INCLUDING ANY WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY OR
FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE OR USE, INCLUDING THE
INDICES, INDEX DATA AND ANY INFORMATION INCLUDED IN,
RELATED TO, OR DERIVED THEREFROM (“INDEX DATA”). ICE DATA
AND ITS SUPPLIERS SHALL NOT BE SUBJECT TO ANY DAMAGES
OR LIABILITY WITH RESPECT TO THE ADEQUACY, ACCURACY,
TIMELINESS OR COMPLETENESS OF THE INDICES AND THE
INDEX DATA, WHICH ARE PROVIDED ON AN “AS IS” BASIS AND
YOUR USE IS AT YOUR OWN RISK.
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